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Affirmative Action
Called Meaningless
James C. Johnson
Staff Writer

progress in hiring minority faculty.
She explained that the University
was in the process of developing
The Affirmative Action at the affirmative action goals for each
University of New Mexico is a job group in which minorities or
meaningless
and
unsuccessful women are underutilized.
boondoggle, the New Mexico
Mondragon asked for a summary
Advisory Committee to the U.S. of University-wide five-year goals
Commission on Civil Rights was for minority hiring, and then
told Tuesday.
requested the goals for the College
Mathamatics professor Richard of Arts and Sciences.
Griego told the advisory comSuch figures were not yet
mittee, "I consider the affirmative available, Metivier said. The
action process to be a bureaucratic working draft of the goal plan is
boondoggle . . . concerned
with not complete.
the process and not the outcome.''
Metivier located and summarized
''The attitude is: Follow the goals for intercollegiate
procedure, cover your tail, and then atheletics. They call for increasing
let it go," Griego said.
female employment in the
It would be better for everyone department from 14 percent to 25
concerned if there was no af- percent: white employment would
firmative action program, he said.
be decreased over five years from
Affirmative action goals are 88 percent to 74 percent.
"simplistic
and
not
very
The purpose of the five-year
meaningful," committee member goals is to see that the number of
John Jasper said.
minorities in a particular University
Board member Gerald T. department is ~·equal to or better
Wilkinson charged that UNM's than'' the percentage of minorities
affirmative action record only available in the discipline, Metivier
looks good when university em- said. For example, if 10 percent of
ployment figures are compared to all doctoral degrees in economics
the national population. There are are held by minorities, then the
28 Hispanic, two Native American affirmative action goal would
and 1 hlack among the more than require that at least 10 percent of
600 tenured faculty members.
the economics department faculty
But UNM President William E. be made up ofminorites.
Davis told the advisory committee
However, not all meeting par"we have an excellent affirmative ticipants were satisfied with the
current employment figures.
action program.''
11
1 don't know any major in- University employee Victor Padilla
tegrated university that has a better told
the
committee
that
figure" for minority employment, management positions at Bernalillo
Davis said. With 15 percent of all Medical Center are ail held by white
doctoral candidates being members Anglo males. "If there are 40
of minority groups, "we probably percent Chicanos in New Mexico,"
have the best record in the coun- he said, ''there should be 40 percent
Chicanos in management."
try."
Dawn Peterson, a graduate
Contradictory statements set the
pattern for the committee's fact student, presented the committee
finding meeting, held throughout with a statistical breakdown of
the day in the Kiva. Led by Lt. University hiring practices. "lt is
Governor Roberto Mondragon, the obvious to most students that there
committee spent the day talking is not a representatve number of
with University officials and minorities on the faculty," she said.
Davis justified the discrepancy
members of the public.
Marion Metivier, associate between the University's emdirector of UNM's Affirmative ployment of minorities and their
Action Program, was repeatedly share of the population by citing
questioned about the lack of the shortage of qualified candidates. "The discrepancy will be
great for the next 10 or 20 years/'
he said.
In discussing UNM's affirmative
action posture, the committee dealt
More than $50,000 in equipment with allegations of discrimination
has been donated to the UNM in the mishandling of a Danforth
College of Engineering by Missouri Grant application, the search for a
Research Laboratories (MRL) of new dean for the College Arts and
Sciences, and the treatment of
Albuquerque.
.
"The equipt11ent will be used in women's athletics.
"I'm tired of hearing that thing
our laboratories in all engineering
come
up again and again,"
departments," said Dr. Gerald W.
May, dean of the UNM College.
continued on page 3
"The donated equipment is
primarily electronic and mechanical
calibration
and
measuring
equipment,'' he said.
A free workshop on career
In Albuquerque, MRL conducts
business operations in several renewal wilt be offered to UNM's
industrial areas. "The MRL women faculty and professional
Albuquerque business is into staff members on Thursday, Aug.
electronics-related engineering and 1, from ll:M a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
manufacturing services," said the Women's Center.
The workshop is an introduction
Ralph Anderson, senior vice
president for the corporation and to an eight-hour programmed·
general manager for MRL in learning module developed by the
Higher Education Management
Albuquerque. .
1 'ln
this day of escalating Institute. It is a self-discovery
demands on our budget, donations program designed for women who
such as this one are vital to our want to enrich their current jobs or
providing a quality technical move into new jobs.
Sponsor of the workshop is the
education/'

Equipment Given
To Engineering
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Facial artwork is displayed by two young enthusiasts at the PB and Jam Boree in Yale Park Saturday. There were many activities including cookie decorating, frisbee throwing and live music.
(Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

Regents OK College Branch
the Eastern Valencia Satellite out of state and "it's a shame when
Center, said the regents' approval we could be paying these salaries to
was a major step toward local people if they just had access
The UNM Board of Regents last establishing the college. The Bureau to the training they need."
Oliver said there are still several
Wednesday unanimously approved of Educational Finance still has to
obstacles
for the college, "but once
approve
the
proposal
and
voters
a request to establish a community
college in the Belen-Los Lunas area have to approve a tax levy for the we get over these hurdles things
should start to move."
in Valencia County as a branch of school.
the University.
Oliver said there is an increasing
The community college will be at
The college would offer associate demand for technical skills in the
degree programs, mostly in Albuquerque area and existing the present location of the Eastern
Valencia Satellite Center in Belen
schools cannot handle the demand.
vocational and technical areas.
for at least two years. lts location
He
said
there
are
many
technical
Tony Oliver, director of Credit
Programs through Continuing positions, such as electronics, in will then probably be changed to
Education and acting director of this area being filled by people from the Torne area.
Linda Williams
Staff Writer

Billy and Jimmy Carter Disagree
About Cables Concerning Libya
WASHINGTON (UPI) A
Justice Department official said
Wednesday Billy Carter told him in
January he had government cables
relating to Libya and added,
"Jimmy gave them to rne," but the
White House said the president
does not recall any such action.
Joel Lisker, hea.d of the Justice
Department's foreign agents
registration unit, said he laid out
cables concerning Billy's trips to
Libya during a Jan. 16 interview in
Americus, Ga., and Billy said, "I

Career Workshop Scheduled
UNM Faculty and Professional
Women's Association. Participants
may elect to complete the module
under FPWA sponsorship after the
workshop.
The workshop will be led by
Dave Barthel of the UNM Training
and Management Development
Institute and by Melissa Howard,
president of FPWA. Videotapes,
group discussions and a workbook
are included in the program.
Participants should bring sack
lunches to the workshop and free
coffee will be available.

see you've got those CIA cables.
I've got them, too."
Lisker said the cables he laid out
on the table were routine State
Department documents on Billy
Carter;s trip, describing such things
as his welcome to Libya - and his
instructions from the State
Department not to get into
anything controversial.
Lisker said the State Department
denied turning such cables over to
the White House but noted the
National Security Council
headed by Zbigniew Brzezinski could have received the same
documents.
At the White House, spokesman
Ray Jenkins said the president
discussing
''low
recalls
classification'' cables with his
brother, but does not remember
showing the documents to Billy or
giving them to hirn.
1
' The
president's
best
recollection is that the only State
Department cables he has ever
discussed with Billy Carter are low
classification cables (not top secret)
from our embassy in Libya in
reporting on Billy Carter's first trip
to Libya in September 1978, ''
Jenkins 'Said.

Jenkins said the cables Carter
discussed with his brother indicated
that the trip "had gone well from
the (U.S) embassy's point of view."
"The president does not now
recall whether he (the president)
saw the text of these cables himself
or heard about them," Jenkins
said. 11
L~ter 1 Lisker told UPI that
during the January interview Billy
"misled me ... he lied" when asked
whether he had received anything
of value frotn the Libyans. While
the
President's
brother
acknowledged receiving about $260
and some gifts, he did not mention
the $20,000 he already had gotten.
Sources have said that Billy Car~
ter's lawyers sent the Justice
Department a deposit slip showing
Billy had put $20,000 in a
Columbus, Ga., bank on Dec. 31just two weeks before his interview
with Lisker.
Lisker added, 11 That calls into
question" the president's brother's
veracity and the FBI and Justice
Department will be very careful in
reviewing his filing (on July 14
stating he acted as a foreign agent
for Libya) with respect to its ac·
curacy."
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competition - one of four events
in which Australian and Scandinavian athletes complained their
Communist rivals were given an
unfair advantage.
The Western athletes charged
that in the men's javelin event, won
by Russian Dainis Kula, Soviet
ofticials opened the doors of the
stadium behind Russian throwers
so that they would have a following
wind, the roc source said.
"We heard about this and asked
Adrian Paulen about it. He first
said it wasn't true, but later he

Fireworks Kill Bomb Experts
SAN DIEGO An army
munitions depot stocked with
confiscated illegal firecrackers and
army signal flares exploded
Tuesday, killing three members of
an army ordnance team, inc! uding a
woman sergeant, at the largest
nuclear submarine base on the West
Coast.
The explosion, sparked by a fire
in a pickup truck during loading
operations, triggered brush fires
about a half-mile from the nearest
of several moored nuclear and

Employment Practices Criticized

by United Press International

Russians Accused of Cheating
MOSCOW- The International
Olympic Committee has asked for
an investigation of charges by
Western athletes that Russian
officials cheated in judging track
and field events at the Moscow
games.
The JOC has asked that the
International Amateur Athletic
Federation investigate the charges,
a well-placed IOC source said.
Adrian Paulen, 78, Dutch
president of the IAAF, went onto
the field at Lenin Stadium for the
first time to observe the pole vault
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conventional submarines. But the
fires were quickly extinguished and
a Navy spokesman said the submarines were never threatened.
Authorities are investigating the
source of the fire in the pickup.
Crewmen from the submarine
tenders Sperry and Dixon joined
San Diego firemen fighting the
blazes on the Ballast Point Submarine Support Facility on Point
Lorna, a peninsula which forms the
mouth of San Diego Bay.

came back and said it did in fact
happen," the source said.
There have also been allegations
Kula's gold medal throw in the
javelin not only landed flat on the
ground, which does not count, but
also was marked about a yard
longer than the first point of impact.
There were also claims that
Cuba's bronze medal throw by Luis
Delis in the discus was given the
same
"long measurement"
treatment and Swedish television
videotape editors believe they have
the evidence to prove it.
Australian triple jumper Ian
Campbell produced a hop, step and
jump which would have given him
the gold medal but it was ruled
invalid on the grounds that his
trailing leg touched the ground on
the "step" stage, which Campbell
denied.
In competition Tuesday, Soviet
athletes won 10 of the 15 gold
medals at stake in the absence of
participation by such major
sporting powers as the United
States, West Germany, China and
Japan who boycotted the Games
because of the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan.

continued from page 1

Clerk Won!lt Register Men
BERKELEY, Calif. - Diana
McGinnis, a postal clerk for 10
years, is in trouble because she
won't register young men for the
draft.
"My grandmother was a
Quaker, and her thinking has
influenced me," she says. "My
decision not to register was a
personal thing. I work for the
post office, not the military."
She had informed postal officials by Jetter of her convictions.
Ms.
McGinnis avoided
registering anyone last week by
directing men to a specially
designated window, but on
Monday that window was
closed.

''This gentleman at my
window was insistent," she says.
"I told him to go to another
clerk, but he didn't. The
postmaster was standing behind
the counter, and he heard the
whole thing,"
Ms. McGinnis was suspended
for the day and told that the next
time she refused to register a
man for the draft she would be
fired.
The postal service says it has
authority to fire clerks who
refuse to perform registration
duties, but in Los Angeles, two
clerks have threatened to go to
court, if necessary, to avoid
registering men for the draft.
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Carter Could Lose- Delegates
WASHINGTON
Rebel
Democrats calling for an open
convention and a "second trial by
fire" for President Carter are
buoyed by the response to their
long-shot effort and are welcoming
converts each day.
Sources said California Gov.
Edmund Brown Jr. is expected to
join the list of state chief executives
calling for an open convention. His
support was communicated to the
group
of
mostly
junior
congressmen during a meeting of its
top leadership Tuesday evening, the
sources said.
Brown, if he decides to back the
idea publicly, would join Govs. Ella
Grasso of Connecticut, Richard
Lamm of Colorado and Hugh
Carey of New York in support.
Grasso, a 1976 backer of Sen.
Henry Jackson for president but a
staunch partisan for Carter this
year, said Tuesday she had asked
the White House to go along with
the idea as a show of strength. She
disclosed her request hours after
talking by telephone to Jackson.
Rep. Thomas Downey of New
York, a nominal Carter supporter
and one of those involved in the
open convention idea, said he
believes that with the problems of
the economy and the latest
disclosures about Billy Carter's
Libyan connection, it is now
necessary for the president "to be
reaffirmed by the delegates this

August."
The lawmakers are trying to get
Carter to drop his insistence on a
proposed rule that would bind
delegates to support the candidate
for whom they were elected in the
primaries or caucuses.
That rule has not been adopted
yet and will be voted on by the
convention next month.
The White House, however,
remains opposed to the open
convention idea. "We don't plan to
release our delegates," White
House press secretary J ody Powell
said late Tuesday. "We have no
plans to change our position on this
matter."
Rep. Micheal Barnes of
Maryland said enthusiasm for their
plan has been "just fantastic". He
said the group would be setting up
state and regional coordination
shortly "to make this effort successful".

Tigers Seem Shy
JAKARTA,
Indonesia
Sumatran tigers are threatened with
extinction because the males don't
seem to care for their mates, the
North Sumatra Environment
Department said Wednesday.
"Unlike other tigers, Sumatran
male tigers do not like to roam
around with their mates and often
avoid looking at them," the
department said .
. "They are use to walking up to
20 miles a day, but carefully avoid
the company of female partners.
They only agree to have sexual
relations once or twice a year, a
practice which endangers the
species," the report said.
Complete data on the Sumatran
tigers' sexual life was hard to
collect, the department admitted,
"because the felines would hide
during their mating not only from
humans but also from other
animals."
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Associate Provost Joel Jones said
after discussion began on his failure
to apply for a grant from the
Danforth foundation.
"We
probably wouldn't have received
the grant anyway," he said.
The Danforth Foundation Grant
could have provided $105,000 per
year in scholarship money for
minority students. Professor
Alfonso Ortiz made preliminary
arrangements for the grant, but
Jones failed to submit a formal
application by the March 31
deadline.
Griego
vigorously
disputed
Jones' assertion, pointing out that
UNM would have been a better
choice than the University of Texas,
one of the schools that received the
grant after UNM failed to apply.
Several members complained
that a search committee failed to
select a member of an ethnic
minority as a candidate for the dean
of Arts and Sciences.
"In this case women were also
underutilized, and a woman was a
prime candidate," Davis told the
committee.
Davis said the selection process
itself had not been discriminatory,
and no candidate had been rejected
on the basis of race or ethnicity.
Committee member Lorraine
Gutierrez charged that two "ab-

Gary Decker, an inmate at a New
York correctional facilty, has
written to the Lobo asking for help
in obtaining a pen friend.
The New Yorker, aged 30, expects to be released from prison
sometime around 1982-3. Decker
writes, ''It would do me good both
physically and mentally to establish
a pen-pal relationship with any
student or faculty (member) who
has a sincere interest to write." He
adds, "It makes no difference if the
person is black or white, male or
female, young or old.''
Any
one
interested
in
corresponding should contact Ken
Clark at the Lobo newsroom by
calling 277-5656.
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Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

Expert Bicycle Repair

Bam-2:30pm

by former state road champion
Steve Griego

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

$5° OFF complete overhaul
saoo OFF tune-up

Exclusive Engagement

Starts Friday

Eubank at Candelaria NE 298-7559

with this ad
offer el'pircs july 16
IOU Girard SE 265-5170 hours: Mon-Sat: 10·6
(on the alley behind the Alternative Community Center)

b_y richo.rd holden

From an early effort by feminists in 1970 to meet a need for day
care to the Child Care Co-op of today, the Co-op has developed into
one of the most distinctive programs at UNM,
. The Co-op, located on th~ north end of Mesa Vista Hall, is
hc~n~ed by the state to provide care for 108 preschool children.
Withm each of the rooms are professionally trained certified
teachers who supervise 32 work-study students. The addlt-to-child
ratio is about one-to-five in the Co-op, while the state requirement is
one-to-ten.
The Co-op receives over $29,000 in funds from ASUNM and
GSA, but the Co-op has also been .successfully raising over $82,000
per year through parent fees, !·shuts, calendars, the homecoming
run, and other fund raising activities. Over 74. of the Co-op's
annual budget is generated outside of student fees. As a revenue
generator, the Co-op ranks third among ASUNM organizations.
As if fundraising and caring for one hundred preschoolers were
not e~ough, the Co-op is sponsoring a lecture series, helping
establish a three hour course with Friends of Campus Child Care
entitled "Growing Up in America: An Historical Look at Childhood
and Youth", hosting the National Conference of Campus Child
Care in Aprill9.81, and developing an in house training program.
The training program being developed by the Co-op teaching staff
is.designed to achieve a "uniform level of competency in working
With children and to provide continual training for starr•, according
to Gayle Butler-Lannon, a teacher.
The program will begin with a major initial training block on Aug.
23 and will continue with monthly follow·up training meetings in
connection with the lectur.e series. All of the training sessions are free
and open to staff, parents, and the general public.
The Co-op believes "that taking responsibility for ourselves and
those around us is a necessary element for our growth and the Coop's growth," says Bonnie Dodge, teacher. Certainly responsibility
has been taken, the Co-op has been nurtured and is quickly
establishing itself as a mature and growing body here at UNM.

Eastern Inmate
Seeking Pen-Pal
2216 Central SE
Call ahead for quick take-out.
265-5986

Do it
at the
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solutely qualified" minority people
had been overlooked by the search
committee. She said that at UNM
white Anglo women "are the most
popular minority when white Anglo
men are hiring."
Gutierrez also questioned Davis
on UNM's athletic programs for
women. She complained that only 1
out of 20 courtesy cars are assigned
to a women's athletic program.
Local auto dealers provide the cars
in exchange for a package of special
benefits and rewards provided by
the University.
"Women like to ride in a car as
much as men do," Gutierrez said.
Davis said car assignments are
made on the basis of a longstanding policy, but the policy is
now under review.
In response to another question,
Davis said male athletes travel by
William E. Davis
• airplane, while women athletes do
not, because the men bring in administrators were committed to
greater gate receipts than women. affirmative action, they would not
Davis rejected out of hand continue to support policies which
Gutierrez's suggestion that gate discriminate against women.
receipts be pooled and shared on an
The New Mexico Advisory
equal basis by men and women.
Committee is one of 51 committees
But Davis was at a Joss to explain appointed by the U.S. Commission
why UNM's male golf coach only :on Civil Rights. The Commission
works with the men's team, while was established under the Civil
the female coach is required to Rights Act of 1957 as an incoach the women's team and work dependent fact-finding agency. It
at the golf course. Both coaches has no legal enforcement powers,
receive the same salary.
but will prepare a written report on
Gutierrez said that if University its findings at UNM.

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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Buy one yogurt get
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for 1¢*
* excludes toppings
0he per customer
with coupon
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* Satisfaction Guaranteed
If at any time you order an item and you taste it and find it not up to oor high standards of food return it for another
item or get your money back. However If you finish the Item we will assume that it met with your satisfaction.
The Posh Bagel
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Editorial
UNM Affirmative Action Program
Is Neither Affirmative Nor Active
Affirmative action at UNM seems to be in the same
class of concepts as Army intelligence - both are
mutually exclusive terms. The lack of even well·
defined goals for increasing minority hiring is inex·
cusable. A five·year plan is in the draft stages, but the
Affirmative Action Commission has been around for
23 years now. Why has nothing been done to date?
According to UNM President William E. Davis, it
may take up to 20 years to rectify the alarmingly low
proportion of tenured minority faculty because of a
shortage of qualified candidates for the positions. In
the mean time, some 15. of UNM's doctoral can·
dictates are minority students. That's great, but where
are they going after they graduate? Are our graduates
not qualified to teach their subjects? No university's
faculty should all have the same educational
background, so we cannot expect all UNM graduates
to stay on as faculty, but surely some are worth
keeping and there are other universities with minority
graduate students.
A primary source of confusion in this situation is the
fact that UNM is comparing its statistics to national
figures. That may be a helpful exercise, but it does not
reflect New Mexico's distinctive demography. About
45. of New Mexico's population is comprised by
minorities.
With so many potential minority students right here
at home we must wonder why the university is not
doing more to encourage them to come to UNM. A
Danforth Foundation grant for minority scholarships
would have helped. Associate Provost Joel Jones is
now complaining that he is tired of hearing about the
Danforth grant for which his office failed to app1y,even after much ofthe preparation for it had been
made. Well, Provost Jones, if your office had its act
together you might well be receiving the praise that
someone at the University of Texas is now receiving.

**********
San Felipe de Neri Church, Old Town's major tourist
attraction, has closed its doors in response to
Albuquerque City Council action granting a waiver to
La Placita so the restaurant can get a liquor license. A
major concern of many Old Town residents is that the
way has been opened for the plaza to become like
Bourbon Street in New Orleans' French Quarter,
Bourbon Street is fun, and Albuquerque could sure
use some restaurants as good as those in New

Orleans, but not at the expense of Old Town's charm
and tranquility.
Proponents of granting the liquor license cite the
restrictions placed on the waiver as means of keeping
that from happening. History is not so reassuring,
however, in the case of the Pink Adobe in Santa Fe.
Similar restrictions to those placed on La Placita were
agreed to there, liquor can only be served with meals,
for example, but since opening in 1974 the Pink Adobe
has expanded its operation to include a separate bar,a
violation of the intent, if not the letter, of their
agreement. If La Placita and other merchants in the
area operate under the same code of ethics as Pink
Adobe, then Old Town is in trouble.
Whether other churches will be closed remains to
be determined. It is unfortunate that such a course of
action may be necessary to preserve New Mexico's
historical churches from being monopolized by
commercial tourist interests. If they are closed,
everyone will lose an important part of New Mexico's
cultural heritage,

H8L.W,
UP THeR&?

Back in 1972 when Watergate was breaking we
heard such informative phrases as:
- "The president does not recall any such action."
- "They're all the same thing.''
- "We have noted press reports ... "
- "The president's best recollection .. .>'
- "I'm a trial lawyer and I read documents very
carefully.• .''
- "according to F=BI memoranda"
- "The president recalls discussing .. .''
- ''The president does not remember, . .''
-"He lied ... about receiving money .. .''
- " .•. claims that his house .•. is bugged •. .''
- "To my knowledge, that's not true.''
- "The president does not now recall ... "
- "We .•• cannot comment on the accuracy of press
reports •. .''
- "The president's brother was just a private citizen
on his trips."
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Progressive child care centers
should be a tool in child
development and not merely a
"stop· gap" in parental care, a
visiting professor said Tuesday at
the first of a st:ries of lectures
celebrating the UNM Child Care
Co·OP' s lOth year of service.
Dr. Harolyn VanEvery·Filson,
professor of psychology and
educational psychology at Ball
State University, said child care
must go "beyond a soft lap and
mindless patience," It should
stimulate
the
intellectual
development of the child.
Democratic
Congressional
candidate Bill Richardson introduced the professor by saying he
would support legislation for taxcredit incentives for child care
centers in the public and private
sector.
Dr. VanEvery-Filson said,
"Imitation is a powerful tool.
Children use adult models to learn
almost everything. Models help
provide a smorgasbord of adult

\
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finds it necessary to alter or destroy large areas of wild
terrain in the last frontier, let's be as gentle with the
land and wildlife as possible, and be sure that the
energy that results from this effort is used wisely.
This find demands attention of our citizenry to be
sure that in the mad rush for energy, we do notforget
these other two key issues important to our future:
conservation of energy and conservation of our
wildlife.
Linda Lloyd
Department of Pathology

I

Assiwmt Copy Editor: Lnutic Marchand
Business Manager: Steve Ciccone
Submhs1on!l policy
LeUei's: Letters to the editor must be typed,
double spaced Dh a 60-sptlce line and signed by
the author With the author's name, address and
telephone number. They should be no longer
than iOO words, Only the nntne oftheauth()r wilt

be printed and names wilt not be withhold.
Oplnlono: Opinions must be t~ped, double

spaced on a 60-spac:e line and sighed by the
author with the autltor'! i'lfime, address: and
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than 500 words, Only the name of the author will
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~ublkntion.

All submissions become the property or the!
New Mtxlco Dolly LObo and will be edited for
length or libelous content.

The tetracycline antiobiotics were introduced in
1948 to treat a wide variety of bacterial and non.
bacterialinfections. Although some of the previously
susceptible microorganisms have since gained
resistance to the tetracyclines,. their use is still
widespread.
Of all the tetracyclines on the market today, the
most popular is still tetracycline hydrochloride
which is trademarked as Achromycin, Tetracyn'
Sumycin and other names. Other common!;
prescribed tetracyclines include doxycycline HCl
(Vibramycin), and minocycline HCl (Minocin).
Tetracycline HCl is used currently to treat common acne at a relatively low dose of 250-SOOmg
daily. While there Is no concrete evidence that
!etr.acycline can control acne completely, studies
tnd!Cate that tetracycline penetrates the skin in
amounts concentrated enough to eliminate the
bacteria responsible for acne. Treatment of common
acne may be the most popular use of tetracycline
HCI today.
The three most important side effects with regards
to the tetracyclines are gastrointestinal disturbances,
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The larceny· of two art objects
which were recently reported
missing frow. the second-floor
teaching gallery of the UNM art
department is being investigated by
UNM Police.
The items, a landscape handbag
valued at $1,500 and a silver box
valued at $600, were last reported
seen on July 3 in a display case in
the teaching gallery, Room 202 in
the art building.
Both objects are the works of
Eleanor Moty of the University of
Wisconsin, who earlier this summer
conducted a week-long seminar in
the department.
The handbag is 5!4" by 4" by
2". It consists of,silver, gold, brass,
bronte, copper, agate, leather,
ivory and satin and has a landscape
image.
The silver box is 2!4'' by 2%" by
1\1". It is sterling silver, brass and
cacoxenite stone and has a lavender
leather interior.
Persons who may have in·
formation concerning the location
of the two objects are urged to
contact UNM Police.

The Deer Hunler - Winner of fi•,oe Academy
Awards, including Best Picture. Robert DeNiro stars
in this po\\o-erful and emotional vision· of the
American culture Friday, Aug. l. at the Union Film
Theatre. Showtime! 7 and 10 p.m. All tickets: S2.SO.
Emmanuelle 1- The original and probably the best.
The :sensuous Sylvia Krlstel stars in this crfticallyacclalmcd ~rotic (ilttt Saturday~ Aug. 3; at 7~ 9:15 and
II :30 p.m. 1'iclccts: $2 students~ faculty and starfi
$2.50 genernl admission.
Cardio-Pulmonary Rt:!U!Iciiatlon Clan- Offered by
UNM Student Health to students, faculty and staff.
Allg,. 5, 8 a.m. to noon. Call 277·3136 for further
informittit>n.
Jautrdse - Fund·raiset, spon!lorcd by the UNM
Cancer kcseatch u.ild Treatment Center. Wednesday,
6, 5:15 p.m., in Johnsott Gym. Debbie Shcpbe the lnsttuctor for this exercise to msic. $2

or

Copy Editor: Dob Griffin

behavior."
Because of a mobile society,
extended families are disappearing
and "more and more children are
denied access to adult models." She
said child care centers can provide
more adult models for children
than a mother or father can. . ·
The idea that "children should be
seen and not heard" is crippling to
a child, Since a child has developed
the basic syntax he will use as an
adult by the age of four-and-a-half,
it is vital for children to be exposed
to verbal interaction with adults,
she said.
Television, radio and records do
not "enrich" the child's communication skills as much as a live
adult voice because there is no
interaction, she said. "Until the
language is developed, the child
cannot join the community."
She said parents must "shop"
for child care centers that provide a
stimulating environment, because
children are entitled to such centers.
Alice King will speak at the next
lecture in the series on Aug, 25.

Charles Vandiver & llarry Wagner
The goal of Ills and Pills is to provide basic drug
Information to the community of the University of
New Mexico. Drug information is often controversial, contradictory and is constantly changing,
Also, no Ills and Pills article should be used as a sole
guide to self treatment or drug use.

-

....

toot~ discoloration in children and photosensitivity
reactions.
Of these, the most common is the
gastrointestinal disturbances, which include nausea
vomiting, loss of appetite and occasional diarrhea:
T~ese side effects can be reduced by taking the agent
w1th food, although the absorption of the
tetracycline may be decreased,

. When taking any tetracy.cline with food, it is
Important to remember that no milk or other dairy
products and no antacid preparations should be
taken with the tetracycline. Doing so results in the
tetracycline becoming insolu)Jle, and so it is not
absorbed.
antacid products must be taken, they
should be g1ven one hour before or 2·3 hours after
the tetracycline is orally administered.
Children under eight years old should never be
given tetracyclines because of the development of
toot~ . discoloration. The tetracyclines bind to
calc1fymg bone and tooth structures, imparting a
yellow to gray color which later oxidizes to a dark
brown. This discoloration is permanent and results
in more of a psychological rather than a physical
type of injury.

1r

Photosensitivity reactions are rare with most of
the tetracyclines, but can occur if susceptible individuals are exposed to enough sunlight. The
reaction manifests itself as a typical sunburn only
much more intense. The use of sunscreen' as a
protectant against the reaction is questionable, but
ordinary w.indowglass serves as an effective shield.

Artifacts on Loan
Stolen from UNM

The above quotes are not from the Nixon Watergate
era, though. All of them may be found in reports on
Jimmy Carter and his unofficial envoy to Libya, his
brother Billy. Any correlations drawn between the
Carter and Nixon administrations are tenuous at best,
but the language is there.

New Alaska Oil Does not Solve Problems
In regaros to your coverage of the "Huge Oil Supply
Found in Alaska" in today's Daily Lobo (July 24), l
would like to remind Lobo readers that newly found
huge oil supplies are not the final answer to America's
energy problem. Often, stories such as this turn
people's minds away from the real problem we face
with energy: waste.
The vast oil supplies we have drained in the past
hundred years were in large part wasted. If America

/

Donna Jones
Staff Writer

**********
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Lecturer Calls Choice
Of Child Care Critical
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We're celebrating our 30th Anniversary at Whataburger. So next time you
stop in for a fresh, hot delicious meal,
we'd like to help you save.
Now through October 15, we're
offering 30¢ off with the coupon
below when you buy a medium drink,
regular fries and a Whataburger.
And while you're saving, you'll be

enjoying one of our bigger, better
burgers-sizzlin' hot off the grill, piled
high with crisp lettuce, juicy tomatoes,
pickles and onions. Add an order of
golden french fries and a refreshing ice
cold drink, and you've got a really
great meal.
And a good deal tool Clip the
coupon below and save.

~---------------------~
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I
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. • Save .when you buy a
medtum dr.nk, regular frtes and a
Whataburger.

Please present this coupon
to cashier when ordering.
Limit one coupon per
customer. No substitutes. Not to be used in

HI~ 1
,

conjunction with any other
offer or couoon.
Offer~... ..•.• f)articipating Whataburger
restaurants only.

Offer expires October 15,1980.
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Movie's Chase Scenes Drag
The Blues Brothers
Universal Studios
Louisiana 13/vd., M Plaz,a and Albuquerque 6
Pamela Livingston
Arts Editor
John Belushi and Dan Akroyd cashed in on triedand-true formula and past reputation when they
collaborated on their first feature-length film, The
Blues Brothers.
It probably seemed to them that the movie would be
a sure-fire hit. The Blues Brothers were a popular act
on the television show, Saturday Night Live. And their
first record album, Briefcase Full of Blues, sold more
than two-and-a-half million copies.
But a skit on a television program does not a feature
film make. Nor do the skit's sketchy characters. The
Blues Brothers needed padding, and since half their
charm lies in their mystery, they could not improve on
their characterizations by revealing anything more.
Nevertheless, they tried - unsuccessfully. In The
Blues Brothers Akroyd and Belushi, as Elwood and
Jake Blues, display more than anything else a conviction that they are "cool." The conviction probably
extends beyond the sound stage, but no matter.
Their technique was to deliver terse, outrageous
dialogue while speeding away from the police, the
National Guard, a SWAT team, the Nazi Party, etc.
"What balls!" they probably expected the audience
to exclaim. And indeed, those among the audience
who are no longer hooked on Saturday morning
television (cartoons), proba~ly said precisely that.
"What balls!," they said, because the Blues

Museum Exhibits Spanish Art

Art Shows

Competition

religious. The paintings have a very
decorative motif demonstrating
imaginative and forceful interpretation of religious subjects
and strong color and ornamentation. Many of the paintings in the show were produced by
anonymous artists.

Jonson GAllery- Raymoild Jonson's Thirty..iirst Annual Summer Exhibition
continues through Aug, 28 at 1909 las Lomas N.E. Gallery hours: noon to 6
p.m. Free.
Mariposa Gallery- Tapestries by Janusz and Nancy Kozikowski and metal by
Luis Mojica, at the galleryJ 113 Romero N.W. Shpw continues through Aug.
31.
•
Summer (!'acully E"hlblUon - Multi media exhibition in teaching gallery
(second noor of UNM art building) repn::9ents the works of UNM art depar~
tment's 13 summer faculty members. Gallery hours: 8 a.m. to·S p.m. weekdays.

The Art Museum is in the Fine
Arts Center and admission is free.
Summer hours are 10 a.m. to 3
p.m., Tuesday through Friday, and
I to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

The •·rederlck Wel!lman Company Collection of California Art- On display
now through Oct. 15 .at the- Albuquerque Museum. Hours: Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. fo 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday, I to S p.m.

"LECTU
UNDER THE
STARS"
SUMMER 1980 SERIES

August4
"An
Evening
Harlan Ellison"
Mr. Harlan Ellison, Writer
"'":ii'~i!!l Central MaliS p.m.

Brothers don't act. They don't bother with a script,
although Akroyd is credited with co-writing one with
director John Landis. They just sail through the movie
on a sea of well-executed special effects and excellent,
vintage soul music.
But do they give these golden-oldie musicians the
credit they deserve? Noooo! The Blues Brothers hog
the limelight with their renditions of soul hits like
"Gimme Some Lovin'" and "Can't Turn You
Loose." And their delivery pales in comparison to
those by the original artists, Spencer Davis and Otis
Redding.
But they don't stop their plundering here. Cashing
in on an already successful comedy act and other
folks' music wasn't enough for them. Noooo! They
had to pluck a feather from yet another paragon of
success- television's The Roadrunner.
The chase scenes, the special effects scenes - for
instance, the scene in which a Ford Pinto occupied by
a Nazi leader (Henry Gibson) plummets 1,200 feet to
the pavement - are remarkably like scenes fr9m The
Roadrunner in which the coyote falls from cliffs. The
Nazi leader and the coyote are brothers under the skin.
Both have the single-minded obsession of getting their
man/roadrunner.
Of course, they never get their prey, but that doesn't
stop them from trying. The Nazi buzzing down the
highway in hot pursuit, the coyote rushing over the
desert sand- this is a tried-and-true formula that kids
want to see over and over again. When The Blues
Brothers stops making money at cinema box offices,
its producers might consider marketing it another way.
The pair from Saturday Night Live might well.find
themselves on Saturday morning T.V.

Arts and Activities Calendar

"The Blues Brothers": A savage plunder (Graphic by Rick Smith)

An exhibition of 17th to 19th
century Mexican and South
American painting will be on
display through August 17 in the
upper gallery of the UNM Art
Museum.
"Spanish Colonial Paintings,"
consist of 41 paintings on eKtended
loan from the International
Institute of Iberian Colonial Art in
Santa Fe, and ~even from the
museum's collection.
The subject matter of colonial
Spanish painters was predominately

Sl~th

Annual Poetry Competition - A SJ ,000 srand prize and 49 other ca.sh
prizes: or merchandise awards are ofrtrcd by World of Poetry, a quarterly
newslcuer fer poe1s, for poems of all.st~les. on any subject. Rules and onit:ial
entry forms are available ftom World of Poetry, 2431 Stockton BLvd.,
OepartmentN, Sacramento. CA 95817,
Mu!llc

4

Free.

Traditional Palnllngs - by Geraldine Guitierrez and Gilbert Atencio, Native
American artists. on display Aug, 3 to Sept. 14 at the Jndian Cultural Center,
240ll21hSt. N.W.

Acllvltlu

Crafls Demonstrations~ Saturdays, 10 a.m. to S ·p.m •• at the Jndian Cultura1
Center, 2401 12th St. N.W. Also, Pueblo dancces on Saturday and Sunday, 1
and 3:30p.m., through Sept. t.
Chrislhnl Shiglcs.-.. Meet Saturday, Aug. 2, 6:30p.m., for a potluck dinner at
the ChriStian Center, 12120 Copper N.E.. Mttsica1 entertainment.
Please No Smok[ng Club - Meets Aug. 7 for dinner and theater. 'Dinner, 1
p.m. at the Territorial Hou~c in Corrales. Call 292·5095 for reservations. Call
89S-B23 to reserve a ticket (S3.SO) fot urhe Good Doctor," .at the Corrales
Adobe 'theater.

Sunday Jazz al Madrid- Jau musicians from Albuquerque and Santa Fe will
appear at the Ne\1.· Mexico Jazz Workshop's fourth summer concert Sunday,
Aug. 3, 3 p.m. Q, T. Koumanau;uos and hi$ TrioJ Laney McDonald and hh
Swinging Crew, The Sherman Jtubin Trio and pianist DiU Day will perform in
Madrid's ballpark (Route 14 between Albuquerque and Santa Fe), Tickets $3.
Refreshments available.
Santa Fe Chamber Music FesHvat- Music of Mozartt Ravel and Brahms will
be: performed Sunday, Aug. 3 and Monday, Aug. 4, 6 and 8 p.m., respectively,
at the Grttr Garson Thtatre, Colltge ot Santa Fe. C'all 1·983-207$ for ticKet
inrormation.

"The 9{!n£>1'a1 publlc is lnvlt«i. In c.ase of bod weather th~ perromMltl' u.111 t)e

moved 1o !he SUB aallroom.
Coordnpted ~ ih~ Sludent At1iv1he'i Cl'nlrr .
•1 clM!:.IOn or the Dean of Studl'hf~ Olhce.
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ByJ. Chavez
Staff Writer
A new point-system priority for
buying Lobo basketball and
football season tickets will be
implemented this year. The pointsystem is designed to give priority
to Lobo Boosters, existing season
ticket holders and financial contributors to Lobo athletics and
UNM.

•I

l

I'

One point will be awarded to
faculty and staff, active alumni and
alumni lettermen, and for each
consecutive year the ticket holder
has held a season ticket. An additional point is awarded holders of
both football and basketball season
tickets.
Contributions to the Athletic
Department are scaled so while
larger contributions are worth more
points, there are more points per
dollar on smaller contributions. For
example, $500 to $999 earns six
points, while $1,000 to $2,400 earns
eight.
The number of points will
determine where the seats arc. The
more points, the better the seats.
However, persons with seasons
tickets have first priority to repurchase them regardless of their
standing in the new point system.
Non-athletic contributions are
given half the points awarded for
athletic contributions. Athletic
Director and author of the new
point system, John Bridgers said
this is because all other University
departments receive 90 percent of
their revenue from taxes. ''Every
area is fully supplied by tax
revenue. The Athletic Department
gets 18 percent of its revenue from
taxes, 11 or 12 percent from student
fees and the rest we have to
generate from contributions or
ticket sales.

1
I

I
I
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Dance ....... Lee ConnC~r and Lorn MacDougal will perform Aug. 7, 8 and 9t8:lS
p.m., at the Santa Fe Armory for the Arts, IOSOOJd Pecos Trail.
Mock Cinderella- With Vaude-..itlc shows Friday. Saturday and Sunday at the
Vortex Theatre. Doors open 7:30 t;~.m .• curtain Ill 8. Call 241-8600 !or fun her
information.
f'olled by an lnnoren« Maid- Melodrama shows. Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m.F
at the THfany Pta)' house. General admio;~ion$4; $3 students and senior citizens.

and SAVE LIVES
Bring this ad & a UNM
or TVI ID with you
when you donate plasma
the first time at

I

122 Yale SE

I
II

for a $5.00 BONUS

I
I
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''It is a terrific struggle with 11
women's teams that need $721,000
and will be lucky to generate
$6,000. We need $3.8 million which
means we have to generate $2.7
million.
"If this University wishes to
continue on a competitive basis we 11
need to raise money, period,"
Bridgers said.
Schools in and out of the WAC
are also re-structuring due to
financal woes. The University of
Georgia requires a minimum
contribution to the Athletic
Scholarship Foundation of $1,000
per year to get a seat between the 40
yard lines. In order to keep their
seat, regardless of its location, fans · " . .. . :1
.
.-..-. ...
must at least match their previous Ron Morris, an
at the
Lomas Riding
gives a UNM student tips on horseoack
year's contribution.
riding. The UNM Intramural Department sponsored the horseback riding clinic, in which 21 students
The University of Southern participated Saturday morning. (Photo by Dick Kettl~well)
California has a similair system.
The largest contributors get the best
seats. The students at USC have to
enter a lottery to get their game
tickets.
popular camping sites.
not carrying a tent.
By Robert Sanchez
At WAC schools where the
A torp can also perform many of
One has to be aware, however,
demand for tickets are less great
Dear Uncle Don,
that a shelter has many more these functions. A tarp is lighter
than Georgia, USC and other big
Many backpackers do not carry a functions than protection t'rom the than a tent, and can be set up
football schools, a less demanding tent or a tarp with them. They think rain.
quicker and easier. It con also be
system prevails.
used os a cooking or dining fly.
it is better to sleep under the stars. I
A good, backpacking tent However, It does not function as
San Diego State points are was under the impression that a
compiled according to the number tent, or at least some type of protects hikers from bad weather, well as a tent in wind or blowing
of years season tickets have been shelter, was a necessity in back- (such os snow or rain), wind, bugs rain.
and the sun, (especially useful in
held. The Aztec Club buys blocks packing. What do you say?
It might be wise to corry a tent
of good seating and assigns them to
-Not Sure many popular New Mellico back- during the unpredictable seasons of
packing areas). A tent also helps to the year, when a heavy thunheavy donators.
retain heat radiation from your derstorm or blizzard may hil.
Colorado State University sells Dear Not Sure,
their tickets on a first-come first·
The choice is lcfl up to the hiker,
Sleeping under the stars is an bodies, and os a result, a tent is
served basis. Ram Club con- experience
many
backpackers usually warmer inside than outside. Depending on the time of the year,
tributors of $1,000 or more are become enchanted with. It is also A tent • also prevents dew from and the camping area, is the e"tra
inti tied to seats behind glass.
easier on the back since there is no forming on sleeping bags in early toil of carrying a tent or a larp
The U.S. Air Force Academy burden of a tent or a tarp. A light morning. It also helps provide worth it?
-Unclellon
makes football game attendance rain seems a small price to pay for privacy at a few of the more
manditory for the cadets. Other
seating is assigned first to high
ranking officers, then graduate
alumni and finally the general
I (}(i :..lornill~'id<• l'OE
public. They made no reference to
\\'hol<->ult• Holl<•r>k;l(<''
contributors.
and .>kah•hnard,, 'al!'lv
-·C.

266-5729 Save a Life
expires Aug. 18, 1980

Old donors, welcome back!
The above applies to you also.. .
one coupon per donor • not good with other coupons
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Uncle Don's Advice on Tents and Tarps
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Season's Tickets Given
By New Point System

Theater

I Yale Blood Plasma Inc.
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~-H.MPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparatum Specialists
Since 193B

127 Jefferson NE
265·2524
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FRYE BOOTS
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2120 Central SE
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AT PIZZA INN
I

I

If you like more, this is where it begins. .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I Buy one ORIGINAL THIN CRUST PIZZA,I
I next smaller THIN CRUST FREE

I
I
I
I

I

l'

With this coupon, buy any giant, large·or medium size ORIGINAL THIN
CRUST PIZZA and get your Mlrt smaller size ORIGINAL
THI.N CRUST PIZZA ,with equal number of ingredients, FREE.
"'.·
Present this coupon with guest check.
Not valid with any other offer.
~
• .
Valid thru

Aug. 7, 1980

rJ.Z.Z8. .l.nn®

•
.
•
P..tzza .Inn®

®

I
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
GJbu get§tAote ofther:rJyngsytJt.Fkve.,
1240 Wyoming Blvd. NE
5555 Montgomery NE
3040 Juan Tabo

296-0588
881·1018
298·6868
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FOR SALE

SWIH BINOClJl.AR MICROSCOPE, $420. 265·

sm.

s1o1

1970 POST OFFICE JEEP. Excellent condition.
$950. 265-7457.

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
Marron Halll31
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I FMAII·. ROOMMA Th, NCJN-,moker, beautiful
hnu1e in Curralc,, quiet, ccnlllgy-rnindcd. Early 30's
rrderrcd. ~11>250. R9H 71~0.
8.107
nNE IIH>ROOM, $2tl5; \tmlio, $175; efficiency,
$14<; furni,lled, all utiliti<'' paid, laundry, ncar L'NM
;mll Central. Wa,hingtnn. 1218 Copper N.E.; ZOO
Jetlmnn N.E. R4H>i1U, ~99.7012.
8/07

7/31
ATTENTION MUSICIANS AND composers.
Cumplcte Tnscam Recording Studio 8 channel with
recorders, mixers, DBX, vari·spccd, etc. All new.
$10,750. One only, $7,700. Hi-Fi House, 3011 Monte
Vista N.F.. (ncar lJNMl.
7131

ATTENTION MUSICIANS. SALE, 113 to 112 off.
FV, Shure, Sennhci,cr, Tapco, JBI. Numark,
Uubman, mikes, mixer~. guitar and regular 1pcakers,
monitors, columns, Vocalmaltcr, Alte~, Head, etc.
All 113 to I12 off. Hi-l'i Hou•e, 3011 Munte Vista
N.E. (near lJNM).
7/31
1970 TWO POOR FORD Fairlnne. J.'.xcellent engine,
good body. Gets good mileage. AM radin. $600. 2685955.
7/31
BOOKCASE CABINETS, $10 EACH. Typewriters,
$25 each; wood chairs, $5 each; books; electronics;
table>; hardware; ten·specd bike, etc., et~. H8<R
;urplu,, 2221 Lcaci S.E. Two block; south of \JNM
'ampu.,, Corner of Harvard and Lead.
7/31
FLYFISHERMEN: CUSTOM TIED dry~, wets,
nymph~. ~trcamer>. $1 each. 298·931 0.
8107
FJNAI. SUMMER SALE. Receiver~, amps, speakers,
bare ~peakcrs, cabinet~. deck~. JBL. Tannoy, JYC.
Advcm, etc. Up to l/2 llff. Hi-f-i House, 3011 Monte
Vi;ta N.h. (ncar UNM).
713[
BICYCLES: SFI.ECTION OF u~ed tO-speeds.

Ausuo. Damicr, $200; Peugeot, $215 and more.
Moturlm Motion Bicycle Shop, 205 Stanford S.E.
266·9467'
7/31
KING SIZE WAT!lRBED with bookshelf, dressing
shelf. $175. 898-?730,
8/07
COLLECTION 01' BOOKS. Goncral lin~;uistics,
tesol, Spanish dialectology, applied Spanish
Jinguistks. 296·1268.
8/07

6. .EMPLOYMENT
SALJ:'SPEOPLE--THE LOBO A(!v~rtising Dept. is
in need of experienced, determined and persistant
~cllcr,. Unbound~d energy and strong motivation
may be 'ubstituted. Automobile absolutely necessary.
Come by Marron HaJJ and see Advertising Manager.
Room 10~. or leave mcs;agc in room 133.
tfn

Panasonic

·n

·\tf i-;-ll \ i ~-

Ill<! OR!\.1A I ION

l'ldlt.''''' 'L ~t,•nli/J.thm. al"~'rtil'n.
~'I.J

orn

2.

i'i~l

ABOI 1 r tOll·
Right to ChO('II)C',
tin

Nashiki

Raleigh

FRIDAY AUGUST 1

S·

BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
BEST FILM EDITING
BEST SOUND

3003 Central NE
in Bridal Village

266-9829

FTD

WINNER

AC~!~!~WARDS

BLANK'S
PARTYLINE FLORIST

VISA

MC

Your extra touch florist

))I! •I; .\I WAH.II HH 'ND at ca;t tcllOIGCOUrts.
? '31

hel<~nt\ill~ !<'

f<~r drum; unu guitar
Nt1rrnan. C<'mC tn room 131 Marron

I!all w .;Lum

~ ~I

3.

Peugeot

FREE bunch of flowers with purchase
of $5.00 or more, through August

LOST & FOUND

r:i·u:i-m:-·\ii •.;j(,...H lUlHt

service & repairs
on all makes

presents

osn

flu,_,, ,Jl~~~ut litH' l·hit\fi.lOl';-. 299 7~~R.

SKY DIVE: FIRST JUMP course every weekend. $75.
Cai1831·1941 or28H245
8/07
A!)l!I T PATIENTS WITH asthma are needed fur a
two month tri~l of a new bronchodilator drug.
Patients will be conpensntcd for their participation in
the study. lntemted parties should ~all 843-2218
from 8 n.m.·4 p.m. weekdays.
8101
PIZZA CITY SPECIAl.. Buy two ~!ices of cheese
pina at the regular price and get large soft drink
free with this ad. From July 31 um.l August 6, 1980.
127 Harvard S. E.
7t24

THE UNION FILM THEATRE

C:ilr~-IAi'JS'!''? l'Ol.ISIIINti & SOl.tlTIONS.
1 N'V Cltll•rul <'nmpany. 26S·RR4r,.
0817
I jj{[ll VISION OF Cardiology at the UNM M~dical
•,,h.,,.J i'i reuniting patients with chronic, stable
·'"'·"'" fm u diniraltrial of u once daily beta-blocking
l hr "udy " nf 14 wceko; liurnlion and a patient
rcmunrrqw•n nl $1 'iO wm he paitl upon completion.
I ur eligi~ility pk'oi'C nmtact Mona Berg at 277-4lS3.
7131
~(";o!(/\•s JUih ANNIVfRSARY reunion for all
fllllllcr n•bmrcrr,, more inf•lrmalion, cmuact Agora,
1
• 77 lUI~ Pd'•'' it un!
8!)8
f)li \·iilrnJ t.JI'Vi' it i~ wn•ng to participate in the
1111h1<uv·• Y"" may he a C<JNSC!f'NTIOLJS OB·
I[( 11-R CaU the llralt Information Service. 268·
•}Go..-r
71'31
I H \o\.t~lc;
AR~ I RFNUI the riglit way. Call

MISCELLANEOUS

a222 <:cot rill Sl-;
268-39-49

~

.t~eut

8.

10 speeds
from $129.95

SPRINii-1~~~~ IONC'l·P liONS S••uthwest on •mle
wow S2 in l\!mr<lll Hall, Room IJI and the UNM
Jlnllk•.tnrc.

IH.ilPHONE INTERVIEWERS NEEDED for local
survey. No selling. Call Jeanette Rilsk at Four
Seasons Motor Inn between 2 and 8 p.m. Thursday or
Friday.
7/31

SERVICES

KI~KO'S

lYl'INO SERVICE (IBM Selectric) and
n11w l nunutc l'n"port Ph<ltm, No appointment.
~~~-

~

ii!TriA'nl:J:~oN<-;· Ali ,tylel. Mar~·q Guitar

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

'•llnlu,.16~ ~~ 1~

tfn
I Yl'l~li. 1.1\S l ..1\.C cdl!\ 11-, tcliaNc. 2.92·4360.
8·09
I. .:;,,I;I:Rn.NCffi:--~·:\c c llJV\TF TYPIST: term

p.tP\!t~·. fetter:--,
~•J.IIIIfo'.

n• . . umc"• manuc;1.1nptc;, tran'icribing.
R:07
1'\i•I..,l - '11-llM fii\I'UIS, thc~i>. resumes. 299-

••nn
I;; t>r.;;(;.' Tlitrft\(,,

8.'07

li\f•'liVh Sa:mJa.,

8:.'07

DISSERTATIONS,
ttl.!nu~..:r'i,l" pr('p<.tn.:ll for publkatinn; cxpcrien(;cd
.uJ J'h'fl"·">"t1tJiJI. ~6N·H'1'1ft; 8 a.m.·fl p.m .• ~fonday
ii\.IYI'ISI;<;FRVI<T A complete typing and
l'<hl••!t.ll '''•lClll. redmical, general, legal. medical,
• cllllla,tH:. (·hall' & ta\ile,. 345-1125.
tfn
!•oSi(if.ltn, BOXI'S ror rent. Free call in service.
lW Wa,hinghm S.l'. 255 R219.
8118
.ft!ORI-NU llHP WITH writing proble.;,s, for
.1"1gnmcnh lll all 'Ub]cct' and lengths. Steve Fox,
~~.~-KF.7<;.
8/18
1 I·RRilK 1YI'IN<i: Barbara, 277·6404, 266·4567.
7131

4.
1111'

HOUSING
nt M>EL--~Sll?ERU

location ncar UNM &
•!r•w mown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
''' et'ficicll~y. from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with disbwa>her & disposal, recreation room,
~w1mnling pool, TV room & l~undry. Adult complex,
n11 pets. 1520 Univcr.ity NE. 243-2494.
tfn
I•NORMOlJS SPOTLESS 2 BDR. Fireplace, spiral
Mairs, 9 ft. closets. Excellent furl1ishhlgs, insulated
for quietness. $350, utilities paid, No pets, children.
842·0925.
S/07
CAMPliS COMPACT APARTMENTS, 215 Yale
Blvd. S.F.. , at Lead. Studio apartments ncar stores
uml UNM, $175 per month, free utilities. $125
deposit, 6 month lease. No children, pets or roommate. See manas~r at Apt. 2 or call 242-8219, 883·
5940.
8/18
ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for child care.
Must have ~nr. 243-2635.
8/07
APARTMENTS FOR RENT. 5100·$200 pet month.
Utilities in~luded. Efficiencies and one-bedroom~.
Ac·ross frllm Roosevelt Park on Spruce, Quiet, en·
for~cd fm \tudents. Call Paul, 242·0614.
7f3 I
SPACIOUS HOUSE, CLOSE, four bedrooms,
fen~cd. $'8~. One bedroom apartment, furnished
duplex,$175.247.8647.
7131
~OtiR BDRM. HOUSE nnd one bdrm. duplex.
MapJc,SHve_r. Pets OK, fenced. 247-8647.
7nl
l.ARCil' ONt:: Bl<:bROOM apartment with kitchen,
garage, ncar UNM, ltospitnls.$185. 268-7218. 8/07
HOUSEMATE NEEDED. NICE two-bedroom home
near cnmpus. $165/mo. Furnished, utilities paid,
washer/dryer. Chris, 255-6991 before Tuesday. l<cep
trying,
7/3 I
WHY RENT? FOUR room house only S22,600. Low
cash to lo~n ($3,2171 and low monthly payment
($175). Less thnn two miles from UNM. High
ceilings. Partial basement. Double garage, Fast
()ccupancy. Call Lynn at O'Corlnor 298·7531 or 2943564.
7/31
T;EMAI.E ROOMMATE NEEDED to share with
same 3 bedroom house In Ritlgcc!cst Aren. $175 a
month inoludcs utilities. Cnll2S5-48St after 5 p.m.
.7131
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for two
bedroom house ncar <antpus. 268-1394 evenings.
1f3l
WANT TO KNOW about buying? Call David Red
ltncmcr Realty, 247·8(>41.
1131

ACROSS
1 SWeetheart
6 Embrace
11 Attain
14 Hippodrome
15 Let down
16 Cheer
17 Mouth
defect:
2words
19 Japanese
volcano
20 Neophyte
21 Unctuous
22 Prongs
24 Space
26 Vend
27 Kitchen tool
30 Gleams
32 Hermit, e.g.
33 Equine
34 Scottish cap
37 Curves
38 Embers
39 Forbidden
40 Earth: Prefix
41 Firm
42 Nickel-copper alloy
43 Tangled
45 Instrument
46 Girls' slacks
48 Girl's name

49 Sick one
50 Antitoxins
52 Roman
emperor
56 Anger
57 Of refuse
60 Soak
61 Obliterate
62 Meaning
63 Poem
64 Appointments
65 Snares
DOWN
1 Milk: Prefix
2 Paris airport
3 Swerve
4 Constrains
5 Rodent
6 Demand
7 Recline

a out

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved
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28 Erudition
29 Deficient
30 Sedate
31 Detained
33 Lone
35 Seth's
brother
36 Pack animal
38 Small beds
39 "The Man
Who Came
,,

9 Fixed
10 Feign
11 Stadium
structure
12 Artist's aid
13 Pronoun
18 Inferior
23 Fish
25 Above: Poet.
26 Desserts
41 Agitated
27 :Jross
42 Hr. part

__

I

r o R v

Special Admission: $2.50 ALL SEATS
SHOWS at7:00 and 10:00 only

E T AM
D A MN

SATURDAY AUGUST2

44 Exist
45 Lather
46 African city
47 Ventilated
48 Evergreens
50 "Begone!"
51 Gaelic
53 Volcano
54 Hand tool
55 Spanish
cheers
58 Time period
59 Superlative
ending

Alain Cuny, Sylvia Kristel, Marika Green
Columbia! Directed by Just Jaeckin
(olumbl..l
Color; Rated X, C; 92 minutes
J,ctiJN>•
EMMANUELLE is a stunningly photographed and ar·
tistic film. Based on the international best seller, it's
a graphic portrayal of the private lives of French diplomats and their wives stationed in the Far East.
Emmanuelle, is a young, vibrant 19·year old pulled
into the circuit of rich, bored French women. Em·
manuelle becomes confronted with many moral de·
cisions and it's this internal struggle and the con·
sequences created that makes this film so unique,

~

Admission: $2.00 UNM faculty, staff
and cutTentty enrolled students
SHOWS at7:00, 9:15,11:30
Theatre located in south lower level
of UNM Student Union Building.

